Comprehensive, web-based Warehouse Management System

The fast evolving and ever changing world of business and e-commerce is challenging the shape of logistics management. The rising volumes of product categories and maintaining adequate SKUs, itself is an ever daunting process. Demands of ever growing businesses, is making warehouses to continuously work on peak productivity while increasing profitability. As a warehouse owner you are concerned, How To:

- Optimize your warehouse space
- Have a better visibility of inventory
- Increase revenue and profits
- Efficiently manage inbound and outbound movement of goods
- Utilize workforce, effectively and efficiently
- Improve customer satisfaction

Wisestox provides an end-to-end web based solution to completely manage your warehouse in an automated way. Developed by Hans Infomatic, the pioneers and leaders of software in Logistics Management in India, this solution has been developed keeping in mind the environment in which warehouse companies operate.

**ENTERPRISE READY SOLUTION**

Wisestox is ready to use, out-of-box solution for all industry types. Be it Automotive, FMCG, Manufacturing, Pharma, Retail or third party logistics, it provides online, real-time insight into all warehouse operations and inventory availability.

Being web based, it can be accessed from anywhere, anytime. This means there is no need to invest in expensive hardware.

The rules-based system gives visibility of inventory in a warehouse and exchange of information to users, sales personnel, and customers. It also forecasts personnel and equipment requirements based on actual workload.

www.hansinfomatic.com
Key Features
- Multi location capability
- Customizable
- Minimum data entry requirement
- Minimum implementation time
- Integrated with Transport Management and Custom clearance
- Easy integration with other devices and ERP modules

WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONALITIES

Warehouse Configuration
- Location sequencing
- Location reservation
- Multiple zone management
- Yard management
- Dock scheduling
- Auto Put away, Stock count & Pick up
- Quality check

Inventory Management
- Rule based movement
- Rule based allocation (FIFO/LIFO etc)
- Relocation & Adjustment
- Stock transfer/replenishment
- Stock Counts on multiple dimensions
- Inventory aging and expiry management

Inbound
- Schedule receiving
- Blind receiving
- Cross docking
- Return handling
- Put Away
- Quality Control

Value Added Services
- Kitting
- De-Kitting
- Labeling
- Re-Packing
- Tagging
- Price marking

Outbound
- Advance notification
- Order Priority and allocation
- Product Consolidation
- Trailer Load Planning

Outbound
- Dock Assignment
- Shipment Documentation
- User/System directed picking tasks

Track and Trace
- Product
- Lot number
- Location

Invoicing and accounting
- Integrated accounting module

Reporting
- User defined reporting

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND PRODUCT DEMO PLEASE CONTACT

HANS INFOMATIC PVT LTD
D - 96, Sector - 63, Delhi NCR, Noida, India - 201309, Ph : +91 120-4514308-322
Mumbai : Mulji Laxmidas Bldg, 2nd fl, 35/A, 1/3, Fort, Mumbai-400001, +91 22-655610
E-mail: hansinfo@hansinfomatic.com, Website: www.hansinfomatic.com
Contact: Northern & Eastern Region +91-9313338121, +91-9818200970, +91-9310172933
Western & Southern Region +91-9323736618, +91-9323736434